What’s your kitchen style?

Given how much time we spend in them – cooking, celebrating or just hanging out – today’s kitchens must function for the way we live, but more importantly, they must feel personal.

So when it comes to defining your personal style, what says home to you? Do you lean more towards a modern aesthetic or does a traditional inspired setting soothe your soul? No matter which side of the style spectrum you’re on – with Kitchen Craft – you’re sure to find a look that’s a reflection of you and your home.
door style: Salem
species: Maple
finish: Alabaster
Casual comfort

From the soft taupe paint to the beach planked floor and white cabinets, this shaker kitchen is bathed in a warm, monochromatic colour palette. This was a purposeful design choice as the goal of this renovation was to create a space that is open and welcoming for big family get-togethers.

Double Duty. This island is all business in the front with the dishwasher conveniently placed next to the sink. To save counter space, the microwave has been built into the island as well. The overhang on the back comfortably seats guests for entertaining.

Kitchen Party. This little nook makes an excellent beverage centre. The tall wall cabinets feature glass doors that allow the homeowner to display their beautiful serving dishes and stemware.
A character study

In this kitchen, the homeowners desired a modern take on the rustic farmhouse style. The pairing of the Pearson shaker door style with the Weathered Slate finish brought this look together. The hand brushed technique used to create this finish is in keeping with the grey trend of today, yet the rich character from the brush strokes offers a comfortable heritage feel, adding to that country flavour.

The modern rustic feel is further complemented with the sleek look of the open shelving and this stunning wood hood. Its presence grounds the room while exuding charm.

door style: Pearson
species: Maple
finish: Weathered Slate
Beach house

No matter where your home is, that relaxed oceanside vibe is easy to achieve. The cabinetry in this galley style kitchen is a mix of cool Starless blue and a sun-kissed Driftwood finish. Together, these hues create an organic palette that is reminiscent of sand, stone and water.

01 Back Door Cubbies. Deep drawers serve as the bench seating found in these cubbies. These are the perfect back door catch-all for sweaters, towels or games for those summer rainy days.

02 Style Your Shelves. Layer your collectibles by placing them in groupings to create visual interest.

03 Adding An Anchor. The homeowner wanted to showcase the shiplap wall treatment by keeping it uncluttered and clean. This striking blue wood hood makes a bold statement, while grounding the stove wall and defining the cook zone.

Wood hood shown in Maple Gunmetal Blue.

door style: Henley
species: PureStyle
finish: Woodgrain Textured Driftwood
door style: Preston
species: Thermofoil
finish: Satin Starless
Kitchen Craft cabinets have the design flexibility to create beautiful functional kitchens at any size. This u-shaped kitchen features several deep drawers that provide an abundant amount of storage. To maximize every square inch of space, shallow cabinets have been placed at the end of each cabinet run that face the adjacent living room. This provides additional storage as well as a soft transition between living spaces.

**FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:**
Visit kitchencraft.com/products

---

**Make a compact space smart and stylish**

1. **Keep It Light.** If you have a short window like this and space is premium, wall cabinets can be placed above. Frosted glass doors create the illusion that the window extends upward. Lighting inside the cabinets also creates a nice glow at night.

2. **Take A Seat.** Extending the countertop on your peninsula is a great way to create an eat-in bar area. It’s the perfect spot for meals on-the-go or for the kids to do their homework.
Rustic charm
Inherent warmth

This urban rustic look came together by pairing the Keelie door style in two distinct finishes. The perimeter of the kitchen is featured in a clean, bright painted white, and the rustic aspects are brought in with the alder island and shiplap rangehood. The alder species features distinct markings and knots offering an endearing, lived-in character.

This kitchen features a series of smart pull-outs that offer dedicated storage while adding efficiency.

**Knife Block Pull-out.** This handy knife pull-out pantry features two knife blocks providing safe storage for your specialty knives. It also has four stainless canisters that keep utensils in full view and easy to reach.

**Pull-out Shelves.** Having a pantry on either side of the refrigerator creates a built-in effect. Each pantry features roll-out shelves that pull out completely to reveal the contents of each shelf.

**Waste Pull-out.** This pull-out waste bin fully extends for ease of removal. The storage compartment at the back keeps garbage bags close at hand.

---

door style: Keelie
species: Maple
finish: Whitecap

door style: Keelie
species: Rustic Alder
finish: Sienna
Blue crush
Bold choices

This euro-inspired kitchen features clean lines and sleek acrylic cabinet doors. The refrigerator has been cleverly disguised with appliance panels. This allows the fridge to blend in seamlessly without interruption for the eye.

The use of blue in this kitchen provides a punch of colour while defining specific cooking and entertaining zones.

door style: Summit
species: Acrylic
finish: Fossil, Wired Cobalt and Wired Mercury

Two standout kitchen moves.

A Chef’s Dream.
Having the cooktop in the island allows the host to be centrally located and interactive with their dinner guests.

Entertainment Centre.
With the back of the island facing the adjacent living room, it only made sense to thread the blue into the beverage bar. Decorative floating shelves between the full height wine fridge and tall pantry keep glasses within easy reach.

FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS
Visit kitchencraft.com/products
Modern farmhouse

The best memories are often made over a meal. Make your island equally unforgettable with a statement piece like this. The artisan brush strokes of the Weathered Slate finish give this island a sense of history, like it’s always been there, yet the aluminum glass doors add a modern edge.

A Little Bit Country. The beefy posts and open shelving at the end of the island give the appearance of a farm table.

Think Differently. Deep drawers are an optional location to house your plates. Drawer plate organizers keep plates in place and allow you to easily carry the stack right over to the table.
There’s always room for one more.

If you have a big family or piles of friends who love to drop by, consider incorporating banquette seating into your kitchen. The benefit of opting for bench seating is that there’s room for everyone to congregate around the table.

---

**style tip**

Look at how this built-in banquette seating creates a cozy yet chic dining area that’s as perfect for after-school homework as it is for a 6-person dinner party. And the best part? It’s practical too.

---

**door style:** Elan  
**species:** Maple  
**finish:** Winter and Alabaster

---

**FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:**
Visit kitchencraft.com/products
Cityscape
Loft life

Loft apartments by nature combine a mix of contemporary and industrial architectural elements in their design. This kitchen is a great example of how an eclectic combination of colour and texture sets the tone of the room, complementing the uber contemporary feel of the entire space.

door style: Summit
species: Acrylic
finish: Metallic Sapphire and Wired Mercury

door style: Contempra Horizontal
species: Melamine
finish: Woodgrain Textured Tidepool

**FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:**
Visit kitchencraft.com/products

---

**DESIGN TIPS**

1. **Feature Wall.** As the principle wall of the kitchen, the homeowners wanted to create impact. The cabinets are featured in three different colours, each with their own subtle texture. To elevate the interest, the cabinets are in varying depths creating a sculptural-like work of art.

2. **Built Ins.** As with most lofts, there were some structures that could not be moved; however, this did not compromise the kitchen design. Banks of drawers were nestled in these window nooks to act as a servery next to the dining table.

3. **White Interiors.** Bright white interiors are a great contrast to the deep saturated exterior.
Your sanctuary

Rejuvenate your bathroom with a luxe vanity that is not only beautiful, but functional too. The modular components used to create this wall hanging vanity allow you to create the size and configuration needed to suit your personal space.

door style: Summit
species: Maple
finish: Thunder
Find serenity

If it's tranquility you seek, this bath brings a calming escape with timeless appeal. The earthy tones of these Soho Flint bath cabinets bring a touch of the outside in with its textured wood grain pattern.

door style: Soho
species: Thermofoil
finish: Woodgrain Flint

door style: Plymouth
species: Maple
finish: Cirrus

FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:
Visit kitchencraft.com/products

DESIGN TIPS
Three ways to create your own home spa.

1. Nature Inspired.
    Earthy toned cabinetry paired with lush greenery and a flood of natural light will create a visual harmony in your bath.

2. Bath Bench.
    This bath bench has been integrated into the overall cabinet design to provide additional storage.

3. Linen Tower.
    The frosted glass of these linen tower doors complements the zen-like vibe of the room. Toiletries and everyday essentials are housed neatly, allowing for a clutter-free vanity surface.
Refined elegance

Featured in Soho Ore, this striking vanity is a modern take on mid-century design with its black streamlined woodgrain texture. Installing the wall hung vanity within this niche creates a floating, airy affect.

style tip

The retro vibe of this bath is elevated with this vintage graphic wallpaper and sparkling chrome accents. The high contrasting white solid surface and vessel bowl sink sets off this brilliant vanity.

doors style: Soho
species: Thermofoil
finish: Woodgrain Textured Ore

FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:
Visit kitchencraft.com/products
Deep drawers in the centre of this vanity provide a nice divide between the two sinks while keeping facecloths and towels within easy reach.

The makeup table sits directly opposite of the vanity, providing a balance to the grand entrance to this spa bath.

**Simply glam**

This luxurious bath is perfectly designed for two. To amp up the drama set by the ombre tile of the shower wall, these acrylic bath cabinets were chosen. They too bring the drama as their reflective sheen adds sparkle to this Hollywood inspired spa.

door style: Summit
species: Acrylic
finish: Glacial
Hello handsome

This dreamy master bed and bath have made a comfortable connection where one open space provides multiple functions. It has been tailored to include both a dressing room and a vanity area. Ask your Kitchen Craft Designer how you too can create a personalized space that lets you start and end each day in an organized and stylish way.

**Centre Stage.** The centre island creates a seating area that also suits as a staging area for folding or packing your clothes. The masculinity of this room is pronounced with the opulent finish of charcoal on these cherry bath cabinets.

**A Perfect Fit.** The urban design of this wardrobe features both concealed doors and drawers as well as open shelving for display.

**Double Vanity.** The furniture-like feel of this vanity was created by placing two drawer banks side by side.

door style: Templeton

species: Cherry

finish: Charcoal
Fluid spaces

It’s easy to let clothes pile up in the laundry room. But when you have a system in place, clutter and chaos is less likely to build. Here, everything has been appointed a home; right down to the iron.

01 This main floor laundry room is adjacent to the kitchen. Therefore, it was esthetically important to the home owner to incorporate the same cabinet door style and finish for a cohesive look.

02 The desk double duties as a multi-purpose work station and a folding table.

FOR MORE FINISH OPTIONS:
Visit kitchencraft.com/products
No more hide and seek

Imagine finding what you want when you need it! Kitchen Craft’s interior storage solutions are designed to provide efficiency as well as comfort of use. All of our storage accessories glide out with ease to reveal your cabinet’s contents, making accessibility a breeze!

**FOR MORE STORAGE SOLUTIONS:**
Visit kitchencraft.com/interiors

---

**ORGANIZE**

**door style:** Tamarind
**species:** Maple
**finish:** Thunder

---

**01** **Mixer Shelf**
This heavy-duty shelf swings up and locks into place saving you valuable countertop space.

**02** **Tilt-out Tray**
This handy tray can store cleaning brushes or food prep tools commonly used at the sink.

**03** **Slide-out Waste Centre**
Separate waste from your recyclables and manage your compost all at the same time.

**04** **Pots and Pans Pull-out**
This two-tiered shelf unit fully extends to reveal your cookware. Lids and cookie sheets are easily found in the side compartments.

**05** **Pull-out Dispensa**
This pantry fully extends allowing you to access from either side. You can take stock of your pantry at a glance without buying a duplicate item again!
Style elements

Today’s kitchens balance a combination of colours, materials, and textures. As you walk through the cabinet style options and finishes available in our colour palette, remember your selections are all about creating a space that reflects your personal taste - so yes you can incorporate two different colours. Can you mix a painted kitchen with a wood island? Absolutely you can. Embody every element in your kitchen, in your home, that brings you joy.

For a complete listing of cabinet door styles and finishes, please refer to our Selection Guide.

door style: Contempra
species: Melamine
finish: Woodgrain Textured Catamaran

door style: Coventry
species: Thermofoil
finish: Satin Skjet

FINDING YOUR LOOK

Three elements to consider.

1. Cabinet Door Profile. The level of detail on your cabinet doors can set the tone of your kitchen - anywhere from a transitional to a clean minimal look.

2. Mixing Colour. Adding a punch of colour in your base cabinets or island provides a nice contrast.

3. Adding Texture. Sleek contemporary looks can be complemented and softened with a warm wood grain pattern.
kitchencraft.com

CHOOSE WHAT YOU LOVE
Did you know that Kitchen Craft has 74 different shades of grey? That is only a fraction of the cabinet colour options we offer.

To help navigate you through the selection process, visit our online visualizer tool. Here you will be able to select the cabinet door style you like in the species and colour that you love!

kitchencraft.com/products

RATINGS & REVIEWS
At Kitchen Craft, we are committed to delivering outstanding customer service. We listen to and value what our customers have to say, and we also believe you can benefit from their feedback during your cabinetry selection process. Take a moment and see for yourself what our customers are saying!

kitchencraft.com/cabinet-reviews
When it’s your forever home, the physical structure and rigidity of your cabinets should be first and foremost. That’s why Kitchen Craft provides durability you can count on. We stand behind the craftsmanship of each cabinet with a Lifetime Warranty. Rest assured, your investment is protected for as long as you own your home.

**Peace of mind**

When it’s your forever home, the physical structure and rigidity of your cabinets should be first and foremost. That’s why Kitchen Craft provides durability you can count on. We stand behind the craftsmanship of each cabinet with a Lifetime Warranty. Rest assured, your investment is protected for as long as you own your home.

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Plywood Upgrade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sides</strong></td>
<td>5/8” furniture board sides</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/8” plywood sides</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top &amp; Bottom</strong></td>
<td>5/8” furniture board top and bottom</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/8” plywood top and bottom</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Back</strong></td>
<td>3/16” hardboard back with 5/8” thick mounting strips</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/16” plywood back with 5/8” thick mounting strips</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shelves</strong></td>
<td>5/8” adjustable furniture board shelves</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5/8” adjustable plywood shelves</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interior</strong></td>
<td>White or Natural melamine cabinet interior</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural plywood cabinet interior</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hinge</strong></td>
<td>Fully concealed, six-way adjustable Smart Stop™ soft-closing hinge</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>170° hinge Upgrade</td>
<td>Upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drawer</strong></td>
<td>Hardwood dovetail drawer with undermount, full extension SmartStop™ guides</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal drawer with undermount, full extension SmartStop™ guides</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Built in Confidence**

All Kitchen Craft base cabinets feature full extension, hardwood dovetail drawer boxes with undermount SmartStop™ guides. You’re guaranteed a gentle close everytime!

**All Plywood Upgrade**

*All plywood components meet ANSI/HPVA HP-1 standards, and may contain MDF or particleboard.
Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best colour, wood grain and finish representation.

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or design evolution. Specifications are subject to change without notice. For more details, see www.kitchencraft.com or contact your designer.